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APK.Q: What is the correct response to "I don't know" vs. "I don't care"? From what I've gathered, the

correct response to a question that does not fit a certain category (e.g. do you know, do you care,
etc.) is, "I don't know/care". However, I have heard other people say "I don't know" as well. Shouldn't
the correct response be the same? Or, is this just a matter of style, and I should say "I don't know"?
A: If you are asked a question and you don't know the answer, then it would be correct to say you

don't know or that you don't know how to answer the question. "I don't know" would be appropriate
if the question is too broad or unclear to determine if you know or not. However, this is so common

that it is not universally correct, or a good way of answering a question. So while it is correct, there is
no requirement to use "I don't know" to state that you don't know the answer, or don't care about

the answer. It's only correct if the question you are answering is too broad or unclear (and even then
I think it is still very common). Additionally, there are times when you say something as a way of

simplifying your answer when you don't want to answer the question, for example saying that
something is true to save time or effort. So while it can be correct, I'd avoid saying "I don't know"

because it is not necessary. Instead, I'd provide an answer using something like "I don't think so" or
"It depends" or "Yes, I do know" or "No, I don't" or whatever you think will best express your answer

to the question. A: I don't care answers "I don't care" or "I don't know". "I don't" is a standard
negation that can be used for almost any question, but 0cc13bf012
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study on linkage analysis and expression of
the beta-galactosidase gene of Escherichia coli
among wild type and recombinant strains. The

linkage of the Escherichia coli beta-
galactosidase (lacZ) gene to the natural lac
operon (encoding the beta-galactosidase

(lacZ), lactose permease (lacY) and O-antigen
of lipopolysaccharide (lpsA)) was analysed in
wild-type E. coli strain K-12 substrain C600.

Methyl methane-sulphonate (MMS)
mutagenesis of lpsA on the basis of the

cloning of a recombinant lacY/lacZ fusion gene
was used to analyse the linkage between the
beta-galactosidase gene and the lpsA locus.

The contribution of the structural gene
product (lacZ) to the total beta-galactosidase
activity in wild type and recombinant strains
of E. coli was demonstrated.Q: move variable

value from a foreach to a textbox I have a
foreach in which i am assigning values of a

variable to a textbox like this foreach (string s
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in _attempts) { SqlConnection sc = new
SqlConnection(new ServerConnection());

sc.Open(); SqlCommand cmd = new
SqlCommand("select QueryToAsk", sc);

cmd.Parameters.AddWithValue("@textToAsk",
s); SqlDataReader reader =

cmd.ExecuteReader(); while (reader.Read())
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